COMPUTER "Q2" VALVE
WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

Owners Manual

Click in this page to return to water softener information at
InspectApedia.com
ENJOYING YOUR NEW WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

You have purchased the finest water treatment system made. It will give you years of soft, crystal clear water, with only occasional attention.

To make using, operating, and maintaining your unit as enjoyable as possible, please read this Owners Manual. It contains all the information you need, presented in a clear, concise manner.

This unit was shipped from the factory ready for operation, and will start delivering filtered, treated water immediately.

USING CONDITIONED WATER

AT THE BATHROOM SINK: Use far less soap! After rinsing, you may think that your skin still feels slick or "soapy". Actually, this feeling is not soap at all, but the natural feeling of clean skin! When your skin dries, it will feel soft and moist—like you used lotion!

IN THE BATH OR SHOWER: Use a bath mat to guard against slips and falls. With conditioned water, there is no sticky hard water scum to provide traction.

IN THE KITCHEN: Try using less coffee. You’ll find less is required, and your coffee will be smooth and rich. If you do dishes by hand, try using a mild, pure soap and see the difference it makes on your hands. If you have an automatic dishwasher, try different cleaning products to find the one that does the best spotless job.

IN THE LAUNDRY: Here again, use less cleaning product. If you are now using a detergent, try using a genuine soap.

OPERATING YOUR UNIT

When your unit is properly adjusted to your water hardness and use of water, the only further attention required is the regular addition of salt. For maximum satisfaction, add salt before the salt container is empty. Two kinds of salt are recommended:

1. Water softener block salt is pure salt pressed into the shape of blocks. It is recommended because it is low in cost, pure, and will not cake.

2. Rock salt is mined and crushed. It is low in cost, but contains impurities which deposit in the brine tank, and must be cleaned out eventually. Use the largest size rock salt obtainable in your area, preferably #2 rock.

   Astro owners only: Water softener salt tablets are pure salt pressed into a candy mint shape. They are recommended for Astro models only.

   DO NOT USE compressed granulated salt products such as "pellets", "ovals", "cubes", or "nuggets", as they will lose their shape and compress into a solid mass. Do not use granulated or flake salt.

If there is iron in your water, it is wise to provide preventive maintenance by using block salt containing an iron remover. Or, you can add iron remover resin cleaner when you add salt (or more often if necessary) to prevent the treatment media form becoming iron fouled. USE CAUTION AND FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY IF YOU USE A CLEANER CONTAINING NITRIC ACID OR OTHER STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT.

From time to time, you may also need to reset the Timer. If you change from Standard to Daylight Savings Time, you may want to reset the timer, just as you do the other clocks in your home. If your water hardness changes—or if your water usage changes—you may want to change the number of regenerations per week.
REGENERATION TIME

PRESET REGENERATION TIME

The "Q2" valve must be set to your choice of regeneration time. You'll probably want to set the regeneration for a time when it is likely that water will not be used.

In the case of a home, you may set regeneration for a time when the family is sleeping. In the case of a business, set regeneration for a time when the business is unoccupied.

When the "Q2" valve starts a regeneration, it first puts treated water into the salt container. Then it waits 2 hours to dissolve the salt and make a salt brine. During this time, the output water is treated, and water can be used. Backwashing will vary from 6.0 to 14.4 minutes. The rest of the cycle takes 63 minutes (units over 45,000 grains in size take longer.)

EXHAUSTION REGENERATION TIME

If the treatment media becomes 90% exhausted prior to the PRESET REGENERATION TIME (due to unusually high water usage, etc.) a regeneration cycle will start immediately. Treated water will be available for the following 2 hours, up to the limit of the remaining 10% of the unit's capacity.

HOW TO SET TIMER

Open the timer enclosure and swing the cover upwards to access the computer controls. The alarm will sound when the unit is first plugged in (a continuous tone). It will also sound after the power is off, and then comes back on, if the battery is low.

To quiet alarm, press the yellow button QUIET ALARM.

1. When the unit is first plugged in, the display window will show a "prompt" letter, ('S' for Salt as shown at right) indicating that the timer is ready for you to set that function
   Press SALT (Red)
   Press Number of pounds of salt in the salt container (White)
   Example: 100 pounds: press "1" , then "0", then "0".
   Press ENTER (Blue)

   For Astro Units Only:
   Press Number of pounds of salt in the salt container plus 20 pounds (White)
   Example: 25 pounds (+20) = 45: press "4", then "5".
   Press ENTER (Blue)

2. After you have done that, the next prompt will appear: "P", for Present Time Now.
   Press TIME NOW (Red)
   Press Hour and Minutes-then A.M. or P.M..(White)*
   *NOTE: Noon is 12 PM, Midnight is 12 AM
   Example: 2:20 P.M., press "2" then "2", then "0" then "P.M."
   Press ENTER (Blue)
3. Then the prompt "h" will appear, representing the hour of Cycle Time.
   Press **CYCLE TIME** (Red)
   Press Hour only-then AM or PM (White)**
   **NOTE: Noon is 12 PM, Midnight is 12 AM
   Example: 1:00 A.M., press "1" then "A.M."
   Press **ENTER** (Blue)

4. Next, a capital "H" will appear, representing Hardness of the water supply.
   Press **HARDNESS** (Red)
   Press Total compensated Hardness of the untreated water supply in grains per gallon (White).
   (Note: To get "Compensated" Hardness - if there is iron in your water supply, add 5 grains to the hardness for each part per million of iron)
   Example: 15 grains Hardness: Press "1", then "5".
   Press **ENTER** (Blue)

6. Finally, the capital letter "C" will appear. This stands for the Capacity (size) of the unit in thousands of grains.
   Press **CAPACITY** (Red)
   Press Size of unit divided by 1000 (White)
   Example: 20,000 grain unit, enter "20": Press "2", then "0"
   Press **ENTER** (Blue)

Time Now will appear

+ (You can use water during regeneration, but it will be untreated raw water. You should avoid using hot water during regeneration, because you don't want untreated water mixing with all the treated hot water in your water heater.)

If you would like to check your settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESS</th>
<th>DISPLAY SHOULD READ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SALT and then CHECK</td>
<td>S Number of pounds of salt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYCLE TIME and then CHECK</td>
<td>h Hour of regeneration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDNESS and then CHECK</td>
<td>H Hardness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPACITY and then CHECK</td>
<td>C Size of unit divided by 1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To reset any function at any time, simply press the appropriate buttons. A new setting automatically erases the previous setting.

NOTE: Always reset SALT (even if salt container is empty). Timer will not function properly if SALT is zero (0).
SETTING THE TIMER FOR PROBLEM WATER

If the hardness of the raw water is greater than 30 grains, softness of the effluent can be maximized by setting the regeneration to start at 60%, 70% or 80% of the unit's capacity. Follow the directions below.

(If, at any time, you get an "ERROR" display, simply repeat the procedure)

STARTING CAPACITY:
press CAPACITY (Red button). "C" is displayed
press * (Yellow button). "CP" is displayed.
press 60, 70 or 80 (White buttons)...
for example: 70%; press "7", then "0".
press ENTER (Blue button).

NOTE: To return to the original starting capacity percent (33%) press "CAPACITY", then "*", then "0", then "ENTER".

If there is a great deal of iron (over 3 ppm), or sediment in the water, increase the backwashing time to 15, 20, 25 or 30 minutes. Follow the directions below.

(If, at any time, you get an "ERROR" display, simply repeat the procedure)

BACKWASH TIME:
press CYCLE TIME (Red button). "h" is displayed.
press *(Yellow button). "hb" is displayed.
press 15, 20, 25 or 30 (White buttons)...
for example: 20 minutes: press "2", then "0".
press ENTER (Blue button).

NOTE: To return to the original backwash time, press "CYCLE TIME", then "*", then "0", then "ENTER".

TO CHECK SETTINGS:

PRESS CAPACITY, then *, then check CYCLE TIME, then *, then CHECK

DISPLAY SHOULD READ CP + % of CAPACITY to start regeneration.
                        hb + minutes of backwash time.

NOTICE TO INSTALLER: IF THE ABOVE OPTIONS ARE UTILIZED; WRITE DOWN THE REGENERATION CAPACITY PERCENT AND BACKWASH TIME ON THE BLACK AND WHITE LABEL BELOW AND AFFIX THE LABEL ON THE INSIDE OF THE TIMER COVER.

SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS FOR Resets THE TIMER FOR PROBLEM WATER CONDITIONS:

1. Press "CAPACITY" (Red)
2. Press * (Yellow)
3. Press _____ then _____ (White)
4. Press "ENTER" (Blue)
UNDERSTANDING YOUR EQUIPMENT
ALARM TONES

LOW SALT ALARM
Each regeneration, the approximate amount of salt is calculated and subtracted from the amount you originally set into the memory of the timer. When the salt level in the timer memory drops below 30 pounds, an intermittent beep sounds at the conclusion of regeneration.

To silence the alarm, press QUIET ALARM.

Add salt to the salt container and set the timer for the new salt quantity.

SET-TIMER ALARM
A continuous alarm tone will sound when:

a. The unit is first plugged in, or

b. The electricity was off over 72 hours, the battery became exhausted and the electricity came back on.

In either case, silence the alarm by pressing QUIET ALARM, then set the timer.

DIAGNOSTICS

Your RainSoft "Q2" timer has several useful diagnostic features.

You can check it at any time for the following:

- Capacity in Gallons
- Gallons used since last regeneration
- Gallons used before last regeneration
- Hours since last regeneration
- Salt used last regeneration

PRESS
* and then 1
* and then 2
* and then 3
* and then 4
* and then 5

HOW TO REGENERATE MANUALLY

If you anticipate a larger than normal use of water, and a reading of diagnostic * -2 indicates a possibility of exhaustion (compare amount used, diagnostic * 2 with total capacity, diagnostic * 1) you may want to regenerate manually, to assure a fully regenerated unit to supply its maximum capacity. Simply press START CYCLE, and then press ENTER. A full regeneration will start immediately.

BATTERY BACK-UP

If your electricity goes off, and your battery is fresh all information in the timer memory is maintained. If your battery is exhausted, or in low condition, the dots on the display will flash continuously. The battery should be replaced every year, to assure proper operation. Use only a good brand of alkaline battery.

HOW TO REPLACE BATTERY:
Open the battery compartment on the rear of the timer enclosure as shown. Replace battery, close cover and reset timer.